VERSATILE GRAYS

Gray is a go-to neutral that can be perfectly paired with almost any color. Gray works as a backdrop with bright accents, while being complementary to white and wood tones.

ENTRY
upper wall: GRACEFUL GRAY
lower wall, ceiling & trim: BLACK

MORNING ROOM
wall: DOLPHIN FIN

READING CORNER
wall: DARK PEWTER
The BEHR Grays Color Collection has been created to help you confidently select colors to enhance interior rooms or exterior walls.

Limitations apply. For more information, visit Behr.com/onecoathide.
CHOOSE COLOR WITH CONFIDENCE
Take a Sample Home Today.

EXPLORE COLOR

Scan barcode at kiosk to preview and coordinate color.

Download the ColorSmart by BEHR® App on your mobile device or visit behr.com. behr.com/grays

FRONT COVER
accent wall: ELEMENTAL GRAY
left wall: SILVER FEATHER

BACK COVER
body: LUNAR SURFACE
garage doors: PLATINUM
trim: POLAR BEAR

Have a paint or product question?
Visit behr.com or call 1-800-854-0133 Ext. 2 (U.S.).

Find Us On: behr.com
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